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HOW TO WATCH THE STAGES
STAGE NAME

STAGE A. ESTELLENCS - ANDRATX

This stage has no road crosses, our recommendation is to reach the end of the stage
at the MA-10 road, from Andratx direction Estellencs to see the cars arriving and
leaving to Capdellà.

STAGE B. ANDRATX – CAPDELLÀ

This stage, has no road crosses either. We recommend you to go either the
beginning or the end of the stage and walk to see the cars. The stage starts at the
MA-1031, km 1.820 and finishes at km 6 in Capdellà.

STAGE C. LLUBI – MURO – STA MARGARITA

This Stage has several road crosses: First one as you drive outside SINEU, through the
MA-3512, the first roadcross at 4 kms. Second roadcross, you will find it driving from
MURO direction SINEU through the MA- 3442. THIRD roadcross, is driving from
MURO towards SANTA MARGALIDA through the MA-3430, 3 kms you will find a cross
on yout RHS where to see the cars. Cars will drive twice this stage

STAGE D. POLLENÇA - LLUC

No roadcrosses in the stage, very eassy to find. As you drive from POLLENSA through
the MA-10 direction LLUC, you will reach a point where the police will not allowed
you entering. Our advice is to either enter the stage before closing or walking to the
start and watch the cars starting the stage. Cars will drive twice this stage.

STAGE E. SA CALOBRA

Sa CALOBRA IS A “Cul de sac”, if you drive the MA-10 from INCA direction LLUC, and
carry on direction Soller, you will reach an Acuaduct, where you may drive dow to Sa
Calobra. Keeo in mind that no cars will be allowed to enter Sa Calobra as form 13:00
and neither be allowed to leave after 14:00 you will be locked in there but in return
you will see the best stage in Europe and all the cars driving full speed. Road name
MA-3410

STAGE F. PUIGMAJOR – SÓLLER

There is one cross in thei stage. If you drive form Soller towards Fornalutx through
the MA-2121, you will reach the cross with the MA-10, where you will be able to see
the cars coming full speed.

STAGE G. COLL DE SA CREU-COLL DES TORDS

For this stage there is a ROADCROSS, easy accessible. Drive from CALVIA direction
PUIGPUNYENT, through the MA-1016, during 5 kms, until you reach the cross.

STAGE H. PUIGPUNYENT – ESPORLES

No ROADCROSSES in this stage. Our advice: drive to LA Granja de Esporle and park
there. Walk through the MA-1101 600 m and will reach the end of the stage.

STAGE I. ESPORLES - VALLDEMOSSA

This stage can be seen from the start point very close to Esporles. Our advice: Drive
from ESPORLES towards BANYALBUFAR, when reaching the roadcross, park the cars
and walk towards the MA-10 direction Valldemossa to find the start of the stage.

STAGE D. COLL DES TORDS - CALVIA

For this stage thee is a ROADCROSS, easy accessible. Drive from PALMA direction
PUIGPUNYENT, through the MA-1043, during 6 kms, until you reach the cross.

